Dear Josafine and Katja,

My apologies for the late response.

Chi T. Ngo hereby authorize the Max Planck Institute for Human Development to review the conditions for a legally compliant secondary publication of my publication


in Open Access and – depending on the result of this review – to realize the secondary publication via the publication server of the Max Planck Society, MPG.PuRe, if applicable. The Institute shall indemnify me and my co-authors, whose consent for this secondary publication I have obtained in advance, from all third-party claims in the context of this secondary publication authorized by me or us. Different rules shall only apply if I intentionally or through gross negligence provide the Institute with false information about the rights to my work and if this gives rise to the legal dispute.

Best regards,

Chi T. Ngo
Dear Chi T. Ngo,

We have just recorded your recently published paper:


on the publication server of Max Planck Society – MPG.PuRe. This publication has been published in so-called Closed Access, which means that access is subject to a fee.

Our goal is to systematically make most of the publication output of the MPIB available on MPG.PuRe in Open Access and to also make it permanently citable. **For this purpose, we offer you to check the legal requirements for a so-called secondary publication of your publication in Open Access.** This is legally compliant possible for the accepted manuscript version (postprint) in almost all cases, although often subject to an embargo period. There are **no legal risks** for you due to a liability release of our Institute.

In order to make your publication freely available, we need an **authorization** for our documentation. This also includes the above-mentioned release from liability of all authors in the unlikely event that our check of the legal requirements is challenged by the publisher.

**Please remember to obtain the consent of your co-authors for secondary publication in advance.**

You can easily send us the authorization as a reply to this e-mail by inserting this paragraph:

> I **Chi T. Ngo** hereby authorize the Max Planck Institute for Human Development to review the conditions for a legally compliant secondary publication of my publication


in Open Access and – depending on the result of this review – to realize the secondary publication via the publication server of the Max Planck Society, MPG.PuRe. The Institute shall indemnify me and my co-authors (if applicable), **whose consent for this secondary publication I have obtained in advance**, from all third-party claims in the context of this secondary publication authorized by me or us. Different rules shall only apply if I intentionally or through gross negligence provide the Institute with false information about the rights to my work and if this gives rise to the legal dispute.

We look forward to hearing back from you and will be happy to answer any further questions!

Best regards,
Your Open Access Team
Josefine Blunk & Katja Seehaus

Bibliothek und wissenschaftliche Information / Library and Research Information
Team Open Access – Josefine Blunk / Katja Seehaus
Durchwahl/extension: -220/-226
Raum/room: 163/170
E-Mail: openaccess@mpib-berlin.mpg.de
We are in MAX!